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Notes re Imge in Nix photo (reproduced in Esquire, Dece 66)3 and 
Image #5 in Moorman photo lea 

a Wa Esquire 
by comparison with Nix frames 10 and 2h (ve18sps01) ‘timim photo can be identé~ 
fied as Nix, approm.fr.18> This is approximately 1/3 second prior to the 

. P exvnnany el eg 3s and the Vourman photo» Unae (idx 2k corresponds 

subject image in Nix 18 (not to be confused with "station wagon" image in 
Same frame) appears behind wall, at lower right hand corner of inset rectandie 
in upper photo (per Esquire) denoting section te be enlarged. Figure appears, 
front view, visible from lower abdomen up} heads showlders, forearms, and 
hands visible3 with elongated object being held in both hands. 
See enlargemnts of image, gitkum photos Mixebe and Mix-5b. 

by wsing 5D ‘Plaza layout wap (Rel.) shoring witnesses and camera viewing 
areas in liix 2); and loorman Mea, it can be determined by triangulation that the #5 image in Moorman Mea (enlarged in photos l-5a and liebb) is precisely 
consistent as to location with the image noted in Nix 18 = therefore offering 
Strong confirmation for each other 9s human forms, and insbbeckiatg indicating 
they are the same person. * 

in Nix 18; the mn's laft hand is higher than the right. Approximately 1/3 
second later in Moorman leg the lef hi is lower than the rights, indicating 
dowmrard motion since Nix 183 and therefore adding further confirmation thet 
the two images represent a persons 

in liorman lea image #5 is seen approximately from beltlevel up. Sinca 
Wary Moorman was much negrer to the subject image than was Nix, ard consider. 
ing the elevation of the area where the image appears} if we assume both 
images represent the same person, a greater portion of his bedy showld be 
visible in Nix 16 than in Moorman Mea (shallower angle from Mx to image 
‘than from Moorman to image; cherefore wall would block less of the lower 
pertion of body in Nix 18 than in Moorman Ima), Comparison of the two 
images conMrims this, adding furthie corroboration of thedr 
validity as a person. 
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6 letter x# received from senior commission coumsel Joseph Bell states: 

" 2 «ee i have heard of speculation that there were men secreted behind 
the wall on the er,ssy moll just before the sheoting of the President 
but I have found no evidence to suppers such a claim." 

* image #5 in Moorman Ima is among those discovered in thé Moorman 
photo by David Liftone 
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